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Kegerreis: salary cuts not ruled out
BV DORETTA MCGEORGE
Guardian Associate Editor
Wright Slate President Robert
Kegerreis said Tuesday that salary cuts haven't been ruled out
as a means of offsetting WSU's
current financial hardships, but
that such a step is "low on the
piiorities."

In a meeting with representative of Student Caucus, Kegerreis discussed the possibility of
student fee increases and University-wide budget cuts. He also
announced the implementation of
a hiring freeze.
"I have imposed a freeze on all
of us including faculty. No one
gets hired without the approval

fflrigtjt

of me or a vice-president in that
area." commented Kcgirreis
Kegerreis met with Caucus out
of "an urge to see and talk with
(them)." Three Caucus members
attended the meeting
Concerning the vacancies freeze. Kegerreis said the University would only need a 5 percent
turnover in personnel to be

searching for someone every
three to four days. The turnover
could be due to illness, resignations. etcetera.
Kegerreis said his freeze is a
type of budget cut and *4ded
that permanent cuts in the budget would not be made u>«<i the
student enrollment was obtained
for winter quarter.

"We have a list of areas where
cuts could be made." remarked
Kegerreis.
However, he explained since
the University is already five
months into the fiscal year, 'we
have a lot of fixed contractual
obligations" including personnel
(continued on page 7)
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Thieves steal $2,000, safe

S'teCOt'h''

BY KATHLEEN OIARNOCK
Guardian News Editor
Thieves absconded Sunday
with no! only weekend receipts of
the University Center's food
service outlets, but also the safr
in which the money was kept.
ARA Regional Manager Al
Hunt said the amount taken in
the heist exceeded $2,000.
Entering through the Faculty
lounge, thieves broke a window
in the door, reached in and
turned th» lock. They apparently
proceeded through the lounge,
and back lo the kitchen area.
A small office, which is behind
ihe kitchen, contained a safe
which heiJ cash monies received
by AR« from Friday afternoon
through Sunday night.
George Heath, co-manager of
the University Center Cafeteria,
offered "a free steak dinner" to

Ihe culprit, should he "return the
money and the safe, and apologize."
The number of burglar,i involved. according to Hunt, was probably at least two or three,
because "it's a XKJTV heavy safe,
more than one man could lift."
Rick Comming-we, Rathskellar
manager, discovered the breakin
when he reported for work o»;
Monday at 6 am and said that the
robbery probably transpired between 8 pm Sunday and the time
he came to work.
Ne» security measures are
n«« being taken to prohibit
fui^re breakins.
Brink's Inc has been instructed
10 make more frequent cash pick
ups. so that there will never be a
large amount of money kepi in
the office at any time.

A new. heavier safe has also
been purchased. "It weighs
about
twenty
two
million
pounds." jested Food Service
l>irector Bob Bartusch. "and it
eats burglars."
The safe will be bolted to the
floor, which will make removing
il difficult, if not impossible.
In addition to a new plexiglass
window and a different (key
style) lock for the door of the
faculty lounge, a new. screened
window hav been installed in the
small ARA back office.
Security is also revising their
check up procedures to allow
better supervision of the area.
And if the new precautions
aren't enough. Bartusch threatened to leave his "vicious"
knee-high "Shetland sheepdog to
guard the premises."

WSU students want re-evaluation
WWSU recently selected this fine mascot. Underneath this
seeming fragile fern is a man-eating Dionaea muscipula. |Paul
Gardiner photo]

3n0uJc:
ARA food services has scheduled Carter 'peanut day' page 2.
OSA asks Caucus to challenge student lobby ruling page 3.
News Editor Kathleen Chamocfc writes about diploma diplomacy
page 4.
Letters to the editor page 5.

BY MARILYN LIJTTENBERGER
Guardian Staff Writer
"We want the state of Ohio to
re-evaluate their priorities on
funding, because Ohio ranks 47
in funds spent on higher education." said Wright State student
Karen Murphy, one of the organizers of the recently-formed Students for Quality Education, after
ihe group's second organizational meeting yesterday.
The group, m
about 35 members,
draft a charter which
the SQE a recognized
organization. The charter
would "legi;.'n>atize" the g
and enable it to draw funds
Activities
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gathering.

News shorts pages 6 and 7.

Biological Preserves psge 11.

information and
channel student input. "We're in
the planning Mages right now,"
Murphy noted, but added.
are moving right

Claadfled ads page 12.

Concentrating on
their public relations

• review page 9.

SJtatijtr trpart
snow flurries today. High in the low 40's. Parly cloudy
lonight and tomorrow. Low tonight in the mid 20's. High tomorrow
the upper 30's.

scheduled for this Monday at 10
am in Allyn hall with the WSU
administration as ways to maximize student input.

Several iwn-student community members have expressed positive support. initiating a proposal that a representative of SQE
be available to appear at community meetings to discuss the

studeni viewpoint and further
solicit public support.
"I'm realy enlhised. " commented Murphy about the number of new students who attended yesterday s meeting.

Athletic support cut
BY DAVE YETTER
Guardian Staff Writer
With University-wide budget
cuts likely for the upcoming
academic year, the Athletic department is faced with a *30,267
decrease from la»* year',', allocation.
Keiier, director of
and institutional research. said the budget for the
period of July I. 1975. to June
30. I«76 was S372.514, while the
new budget for the period 'A July
I. 1976 to June 30. 1977. is
$342,247.
"The state decided that the
University couldn't charge administrative overhead for the
Athletic department and
sity Center." Keiier said,
that "last year would have included an overhead of close to
$20,000 but this year we don't
have that" kind of money.
Keller said the overhand went
for tK~ processing of paperwork
and overall expenditures.
A new budget of $144,000 is

vet for the men's basketball team
this year, while $5,000 is set for
the women's. "It seems men's
basketball is .more active." Keller said, "while the women's
team isn't quite as effective."
Title IX
coo.-cm about new <
the rules governing
laws.
"There's a tot of uncertainly
because of title IX." Keller said.
"On one hand they (government)
are saying there might be discrimination (if' i
but they are
need not be a one to one dollar
input for women's athletics "s to
Don Mohr. athletic director for
intercollegiate athletics, said that
Title IX says that there should
not be any discrimination on the
basis of sex and they should have
equal opportunity." He continued by saying "HEW tells us it
does not refer to equality of
"to intercollegiate activity, you
continued on page 11 >
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Crock Pot 10 have January Carter 'Peanut Day'
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Stall Writer
"ARA stands for AHA. Inc.
There arc no periods belween the
letters." explained Al Hunt, an
ARA represcntalive. "It used to
be Automatic Retailers of America but we went into so many
businesses that it didn't define
what we did so we changed it.
We are listed with the stock
exchange as ARA."
Last weeks food service committee meeting noted several
food service changes since the
last meeting a month ago.
Greater Tators have been
dropped from the Rathskeller's
menu. "People wanted their
french fries." commented Bob
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Bartusch. director of dining services.
Hostess products are no longer
offered in Allyn Hal! lounge.
Bartusch explained. "We are
experimenting with Dolly Madison products. If we continue the
Hostess program we will have to
request a 5 cent price increase.
Dolly Madison will remain at 30
cents."
Maintenance has a new heating unit in the University Cafeteria so the soup is kept warmer,
said Bartusch.
Actum on a complaint received
about the inconsistency of the
pizza in the Rat has resulted in
retraining session with the workers.
The Rathskeller is now open on
Saturday afternoon from 2-7 pm
for snacks.
I Tic meeting also included discussion of holiday hours. Bar
tusch said they will be remaining
open on a limited basis for
dormitory students over Thanksgiving.
"Full service will end on Wednesday (November 2-1) and resume Sunday evening (November
28)." stated Bartusch
"On
Thanksgiving ' c will have the

traditional all-you-can eat dinner."
Coffee service will be avsilablc
in the morning and a hot mea!
will be served from 11-1:30 pm.
During those hours, sandwiches,
pop and other snack items can be
purchased for take out.
There will be no evening
hours.
As far as complaints and suggestion go. Val Lindsey. dor' representative. complained that 'he
loin steak had been raw and
there was bad spaghetti on one
occasion.
Bartusch reemphasized students should take food back
when it is had.
Alicia Carrier. Student Caucus
rep. noted she had heard "people vondcring why the entrees
were priced so high."
Bartusch did not feel the prices
unreasonable for the quality and
added. "After a poin:, there is
no control on pricing. The prices
are a result of my costs."
fortia Dawes of University and
Community Events, questioned
whether the quality of food in the
University Cafeteria and the Fa-

be held in the University Center
and a Prime Rib dinner will be
offered in the Crockpot the evening of February 16th.
For George Washington fans,
a Cherry Jubillce will be held
February 21st in the University
Center. The University Center
will also be the site of a Monte
Carlo dinner o*i March Sth.
The great secret of the mcaing
of ARA was also revealed at last
weeks food service committee
meeting.
"ARA stands 'or ARA. Ini
There are no periods between the
letters." explained Al Hum, an
ARA representative, "It used to
be Automatic Retailers of America but we went into so many
businesses that it didn't d-fine
what we did so we changed it.
We arc listed with the stock
exchange as ARA."
The next food service committee w ill meet December 4 at .5:00
in room 15SB University Center.
Students. Faculty, staff, etc. arc
encourage to attend to communicate complaints or suggestions
concerning the food service.

Child Center not in WSUfuture
BY TKSS SCHROi.RI.l KE
Guardiiui Staff Writer
For the past few years. Wright
State University students .lave
expressed interest in a day care
center lor those students with
children.
According to layno Lynch.
Student Caucus liberal arts representative. this project was
attempted "three years ago. bu<
negotiations broke down."
I vnch. along with Helen Klein,
associate professor of psychology: Arlo Ragar, controller: and
Jean Ballantine. associate professor of sociology: are opening negotiations for an outside contrac-

tor to build the day rare center
next to Bonnie Villa apartments.
According to Robert Conlev,
director of Campus Planning and
iVvclopmcnl. when the "(Bonnie Villa) apartment complex was
built, the original plan was to
include ,i das -care cen.cr,"
The center, in order io be
T
>uilt. would require outside
funding because "the university
has no funding to do it." Contey
noted.
Conlev also said the University
is even "even short of spatv for
right now" arid the construction
cos! ot operating such a project
would be close to half a million
dollars, lei alone construction

Reiinovgting a nutldwg such as
the Warner House into a daycare center facility would cost
more than tearing it down Limitations and regulations for buildings such as day-care centers arcsubject to law .
Conlev mentioned that thenwas a meeting held last spring,
and the "end result was to
basically continue to look for
sources of funds."
Funding would have to come
from private businesses or builders. and the dav-care center
would have to be self-supporting

Shop and Save

F rames tor freaks or Iner.as or you
or anybody
See the large -.election of tull fashion frames at the
nearby Op'ical Fashion Center—one ot the biggest
frame selections in Ohio

WSU Bookstore Sale
Begins
Monday, November 15

STUDENT DISCOUNT
We are offering a 15 percent discount to all Wright Staie
students (you must show ID card) on all frames, lenses
and contact lenses.

Optical Josh/an fantak
530 W Main

&

culty Lounge was the same.
Bartusch replied that it was.
Elizabeth Dixon, director of
University Center, brought up an
incident where "two gentlemen
ordered a pitcher of beer in the
Rathskeller. It didn't >*ste right
so they took it back. A girl took it
tii Rick Commmgot*. production
manager They came up to me
because nothing was done about
it and they wondered if they'd
get their $1.80 back."
Bartusch responded that the
gentelmen should sec him and
their money would be refunded.
Several promotional events
have been scheduled for winter
quarter. On January 9th. an
Honor's Dinner will be held for
the top 15 scholars in the residence hall, based on fill quarter
grades.
"Make your own Ice Cream
Sundae" will be held in Allyn
hall on January 10th.
For the Carter Fans. January
20th will be "Peanut Day" in the
Crock pot and the Crockpot will
be the scene of a Pancake feast
on January 24th.
February 8th Wine-tasting will

2nd Annual
Christmas Sale

Xenia, Ohio 45305
376-9466

^ ZJsUjAij 4-
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where you choose the gowns
you wish to try on
Select the Gowns for your whoie Bridal
Party and get free Alterations for All
256-Q718
5526 BurUhardl Avenue
(Corner of Spinning
- by Kroger)

PYRAMID ENERGY IS FOR REAL WITH
P«t jfanayan
INNERGY SENSORS
There ore tour models the 20 « 22 Foster the 3-Inch f«
porimentol Disc the 3!nih Medollion with Chain end the 12
Inch Med,lotion Sensor They provide o simple ond practical
way to use pyramid ene.gy to energize water preserve ond
improve the flavor of food enhonrrr taste of (uices and dririfcs
restoring your energy night ond doy enlightment in
mediation and many other uses See 'hem ot the following
dealers
truth of Shonti, Si t. Nottingham
275-713*
The irtountointep 5928 N. Dixie
#90-5177
Unity of Dayton 5176 Old Troy Pike
233-7514
Gemini World. 104 Brown St.
224-9040
Dingleb«rry s 1002 W. Centsrvillt
4334525
Xenie Notural Foods, 72 S. Detroit
372-2009
Antioch College took Store Yellow Springs
7*7-7331
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WSU apparently not to get student directory
BY BARBARA LAND
Guardian Staff Writer
"It doesn't look as though we
can have a student telephone
directory." commented Joanne
Risacher. assistant dean of student'
Risacher said BUI Morris, re_prescntinj Triad Enterprises, approached Wright Stale administrators last spring. "He'd
worked with the group lhat did
the directory last year, and ther
was no other group that we'd
found, who was to do this.,
eiplained Risacher.
She added that Bruce Lyon,

dean of students last year and
Morris signed a contract later in
the spring.
The contract provided that
Triad Enterprises would print the
directories and give them to
WSU. WSU was to give Triad a
computer printout of consenting
students' names, phone numbers. and addresses and then
distribute these directories to the
students.
WSU also authorized Triad to
solicit ads on WSU's behalf.
Risacher stated that Morns
phone her in late September and
said he couldn't raise enough ad
revenue to make fulfilling his

contract feasible.
Morris agreed to phone Risacher back ir. a few days so that
they could renegotiate.
Risacher commented that the
renegotiated agreement might
have required t riad to print 5000
directories instead of 6000 and
WSU students would have had to
iiay 25 cents per directory.
However, Risacher noted, "He
never called me back."
When she called Morris ihe
following week, the phone had
been disconnected. Risacher
mentioned she has not uicceeded
in contacting either Triad or
Morris.

OAS asks f o r r u l i n g c h a l l e n g e
B^ DORLTTA MCGEORGE
Guardian Associate Editor
The Ohio Student association
has requested that Wright
State's Student Caucus ask the
American O'vil Liberties Union to
challenge the ruling steting stu
dent funds cannot be used for
'lobbying.
The OSA. a statewide student
legislative group, put the request
in Ihe form of a letter to Caucus,
which is a member of the organization .
Chairer Ed Silver presented
the letter to Caucus
their
regular meeting Monday.
Liberal Arts Representative
Javne Lynch noted that since the
OSA had noi been told it couldn't
use student money for that purpose. it would be difficult to
prove "prior restraint" ill a
lawsuit.
"So one state school has to
challenge "(the ruling)." commented Lvnch.

Assistant Dean of Students
Joanne Risacher, who attended
the meeting, told Caucus that
they "probably would be (old
'no'", if the money were to be
used for lobbying.
Lynch mentioned that Students
for Ouality Education, is in favor
of lobbying. "If we change the
name to Studen' Lobby Association. we would have a court
battle." she continued.
Nursing rep Nel Marine/ ask
ed about the number of students
who are aware of he importance
of having a student lobbyist in
Columbus.
Lynch replied. "Anv student
who is politically active ia aware
of it" and added that there are
various ways to challenge the
ruling without suing a university.
In new business. Education
rep joy Booghier reported that
the Library committee is in the
process of choosing a new library dean.

"His (former University library
bean Ronald Frommeyer) temporary absence became permanen( due to health reasons."
Booghier explained.
Under the report of the colleges. Martinez said the School
of iSursing has changed its policy
to allow nursing students to see
(heir midterm and final examinations after grading as long a;
they did so within a "specified
limited time like one or two hours
after the esam."
Martinez noted. "!• was (he
only possible compromise we
could gel" and added tha' the
policy concerns credit-by-exammalion programs.
Pie policy of not allowing
students to see their exams after
grading docs not exist in any
other college.
Caucus next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday. November 16
at ft am.

"There's a Bill Morris in the
phone book, but it's wA him."
Risacher stated lhat the University has no plans to sue Triad.
Risacher stated t h « ihe University has no plans to sue Triad.
Lyons remarked that when WSU
contracted with Triad, "as I
recall, we weren't too sure that
we could get anyone." He added. "these things happen in that
kind of business... They (Triad)
must have decided it just wasn't
worth their time."
WSU and National Advertising
and Publishing corporation, the
company which handled the directories last year had a 5-year
contract beginning >ast fall.
This contract was cancellable
by cither side under certain
circumstances, according to Risacher. and the corporation cancelled it last November with a
letter reading in part. "Though
the project did show a slight
profit this past year, it just is not

VaAez'i Authentic
INDIAN-JEWELRY
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WSU invests in snow r e m o v a l
BY MYKLE WILLIAMSON
(iutiditn Staff Writer
Wirght state h i s invested
thousands of dollars into snow
removal equipment, but when it
gets down to 'basics, the primary
snow removal tool is still the
tried and true sno"- shovel.
WSU's snow removal arsenal,
according to Sirector of Physical
•Plant Charles Seaver. includes
four snow plows and two back
hoes.
"The back hoes are not used
very
much,"
Seaver said,
"they're used basically to remove piles of snow from off the
side of the road from where they
have been cleared,"

Two major salt spreaders for
WSU parking lots and thoroughfares, and a minor salt spreader
used for sidewalks have also
been recently purchased for the
WSU snow removal.
Though WSU used around
4,000 tons of salt on campus
roads and sidewalks last acade
mic year. Seaver doesn't expect
to use so great an amount this
year.
"We use a therma1 reactive
compound around main campus
(quad area) and use rock salt on
the parting lots and roads." said
Seaver.
The new salt spreaders. Seavers said, arc also more econo
mical and waste minimizing.

movoR's
lew hum
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CHOICE $ 1 2 5

AT AUTHENTIC
RETAIL PRICES!
When we moka you an oHei
on our beautiful selection ot
handcrohad jewelry, you con
be sure your# flatting o
borgoin Inflotad prices have
> no place in our business, oil
discounts ore token off the
ORIGINAL. ALREADY LOW
KfTAIL MUCH

Parker's Indian Jewelry

Fast and early work by the
Physical Plant crew is a reason
WSU probably won't close down
for the entire day, regardless of
the severity of this winter's
blizzards. Seaver said.
"What we usually do." said
Seaver of WSU's snow removal
tcontinued on page /»...
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possible to jusitify the expense of
managing a salea force several
hundred miles from our main
office." The company's ra»in
office is located in Fairfax. Vir
gini».
Stressing that this was a "topof-my-head guess," Risacher estimated that if WSU had to bear
the full cost cf putting out a
Student directory. 5000 directories would have to sell for $1.50
to 52 each
Risacher estimated that 20 to
25 percent of the WSU student
body would not be listed in such
a directory because that percentage of the fall 1176 registrants
requested that they be unlisted.
Risacher added that the Om
budser's office, the Dean of
Students' office, Ihe Caucus office, and the Allyn Hall informa
tion desk have the names, addresses and phone numbers of
consenting students and the information is available to the
public a' no charge.
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Carpet capers
S t u d e n t s of Wright S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y s h o u l d
complain about the undue a t t e n t i o n given t o
the Medical School.
During t h i s cold weather, s t u d e n t s should
be t r e a d i n g the now-completed t u n n M system
c o n n e c t i n g t h e quad and t h e U n i v e r s i t y C e n t e r .
H o w e v e r , t h e new t u n n e l s e c t i o n i s n ' t o p e n
because the Medical School c a r p e t i n g is being
stored there.
Now i t l o o k s a s i f s t u d e n t s w i l l h a v e t o
w i t h s t a n d t h e c o l d , at l e a s t u n t i l w i n t e r
quarter.
I s t h i s an a d m i n i s t r a t i v e gimmick t o
promote pneumonia? Victims w i l l probably
b e u s e d a s t h e f i r s t med s c h o o l s p e c i m e n s .
In any e v e n t , t h e i n c r e a s e o f c o l d s and
other assorted cold-weather ailments will
s u r e l y keep more d o c t o r s in b u s i n e s s .
The c a r p e t i n s t a l l a t i o n w i l l not be
complete f o r s i x weeks, d u r i n g which time
we e n c o u i . g e WSU s t u d e n t s t o s a v t t h e i r
w e t , muddy s h o e s t o b e u s e d o n t h e Med
School c a r p e t once it has been c o m p l e t e l y
l a i d down.

Allyn gets new box
F o r y o u r c o n v e n i e n c e , t h e GUARDIAN h a s
i n s t a l l e d a l e t t e r s - t o t h e - e d i t o r box r e c e p t a c l e in Allyn h a l l lounge o u t s i d e the student
mailbos area.
T h e GUARDIAN b o x c a n a l s o b e u s e d f o r s t u d e n t c l a s s i f i e d a d s , news s h o . - t s , campus
h a p p e n i n g s , and s u g g e s t i o n s .
Non-student c l a s s i f i e d ads w i l l c o n t i n u e
t o b e t a k e n i n p e r s o n a t t h e GUARDIAN o f f i c e ,
046 U n i v e r s i t y C e n t e r .
to
to

Now d o n ' t g e t t h e i m p r e s s i o n w e ' r e t r y i n g
k e e p s t u d e n t s o u t o f o u r o f f i c e . We l o v e
s e e y o u r s m i l i n g f a c e s . Keep in t o u c h .

Kegerreis ambiguous
President Robert K e g e r r e i s ' recent s t a t e ment c o n c e r n i n g b u d g e t c u t s and t u i t i o n h i k e s
leave us wondering where h i s p r i o r i t i e s r e a l l y
lie.
>t s'.ems t h a t s a l a r y c u t s among t h e a d m i n i s t r a t o r s and f a c u l t y would b e t h e l a s t s o l u t i o n he would c o n s i d e r .
On-c p o s s i b l e i n f e r e n c e f r o m K e g e r r e i s '
meeting w i t h Caucus i s t h a t he i s s e e k i n g a
s u p e r f i c i a l student approval through Student
Caucus.
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Katfuhing

S t u d e n t s t h a t taste g o o d
By Kathleen Charnock

Recent psychological tests, rerile among ex-cons than a mo ng
unJergradualcs. Thai is there's a ported in The Chronicle Of High
Education (Volume XLLL,
proportionately larger number of
number
indicate
convicted felons who prefer pns
on life than
gradates
who willingly submit themselves
to another round of the academic
factory.
While intc. viewing jazz musician Donald Bytd, during the
University Center board's Halloween concert, interviewer Lance
Goldberg said he was "enlightened" by one of vhe big Bvrd's
statements.
In spite of the fact that Byrd
threatened to "fix his ass,"
Byrds prophstic proclamation
true-false, multiple choice tradiwas, "Don't let acidemia stand
tional testing methods don't adein the way of your education."
quately assess the student's abil
There are those professors w ho «*y to analyze facts and figures.
insist, sometimes above all else
They have developed a test in
on students being punctual.
which the subject is presented
"If you arc late, don't bother
with "imaginative stories." The
coming to class" one prof smilsubject's job is to conceptualize,
ingly declared .0 his attentive
to discern differences between
students en their first day. We
the two stories.
don't need *ny interruptions."
Still another section of the test
In other words, he was inattempts to determine how effecstructing his would-be savants to
tively a student can argue rither
ignore what is going on all
for cr against a given topic.
around them.
regardless of
personal pre-

dilictions.
The psychologists have discovered. rather belatedly, that the
students who are learning the
most are not always those who
are merely ' obedient."
As Charlie the Tuna says
"What do you want, tunas that
taste good or tunas with good
taste?" This translated into lang
uage even an "academia nut"
might understand, means simply
"don't le' the educational process f>'.< in the way of your
education."
Contrary to popular belief,
some of us think that it is still
possible to get an education, in
this university, a useful, enligh;
ening. and thoroughly enjoyable
education.
but students must not be passive receivers of information
which is force-fed to them by
dictatorial profs.
Big Ben is punctual. Trwned
dogs usually obey on command,
with very little argumenl. Students. however, are neither
machines nor should they behave
like two legged Lassies.
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Umpire controversy continues
To the editor

This is a response to Chuck
Hippie s letter of November 4,
1976 in the Guardian.
During the baseball season 1
am an umpire in the Florida
State League (an association of
Minor League teams). Aftci Having spent two years umpiring in
this league as well as umpiring in
the Major League spring training
games. I feel more qualified to
respond to Mr Valentine's letter
than Mr Hippie.
Also included in my qualifications arc training under Major
League umpires and hours on
end of studying the rule book and
game situations. I was third in a
class of 78. and only 4 wer?
asked to remain and travel to
Florida and given the chance to
become part of the crew waiting
for Major League umpire positions.
Mr Hippie did quite correctly
quote the rule book, but I would
have to agree with Mr Valen
tine's original .statement, and to
say thai Mr Hippie should take
more training.
If I threw everyone out who
referred or reflected upon n r . I
would have none of the starting

targum

icaiti on the field, they would be
taking showers.
I have had manv players including Morgan. Bench. Yastrzcmski. Aaron, etc. shout obscenities
and dispute ah types ol plays and
calls, but as directed by the
Commisioner. we do not eject
them unless a comment is directed at us.
I don't know how the Gem Cityllmpires are governed, but Mr
Hippie sounds like he is um
piring in •» church league, or is
ignoring the rule he just quoted,
or else he wouldn't have many
players left on the field if he did
abide by this rule. Mr Hippie
also sounds as if he got his certificate in a bo* of Cracker Jacks.
I applaude Mr Valentine's letter and his apparent knowLdf
of the dealings of the Major
leagues and feel that from experience that he is correct and
quite knowledgeable in the area
of baseball.
As for Mr Hippie, he should
re-read his own words again.
"... make sure of himself before
he tries to correct others. "
Sonny Folks
Umpire. Florida State l.eague

crossword
*

To the editor
We. the supporters of St Bene
diet center, believe thst the root
of all the problems in the Catholic Church today is the denial of
the necessity of belonging to the
Catholic Church for salvation.
St Benedict Center has hurled
for 25 years the challenge at the
Liberal Catholics: "Produce one
infallible statement in favor of
salvation outside the Cat'.<olic
Church!" The challenge has never been n e t . nor can it ever be
met. The reason is because the
Church has already spoken in
three ex cathedra statements. An
ex cathedra statement is an
infallible pronouncement, and
must be beiie-ed by everyone.
I quote one of them in part:
Ex Cathedra: "The most Holy
Roman Church firmly believes,
professes, and preaches that
none of those existing outside the
Catholic Church, not only pagans. but also Jews and heretics
and schismatics, can have a
share in life eternal; but 'hat
they will go into the eternal fire
which was prepared for the devil
and his angels. . .No one let his
almsgiving be as great as it may.
no one. even if he pom out his
blood for the Name of Christ, can
he saved, unless he remain
within Ihe bosom and unity of the
Cathoiu Church." (Pope Eugene
IV. the Bull Cantate Domino.
1441).
For any more information on
the subject write: St Benedict
Center; Box 118. Still River.
Mass 014b7.
Mark Terry

campus happenings
Thursday, november 11
mter-varisty christian fellowship—li am—12 noon. II? fawcett
bible study on spirit-filled christian.
friday. November 12
environmental action club—11 am—12 noon, 175 brehm lab
inference room, dicussion of recycling program for waste paper
ftom campus
menday. november 15
inter-varsity ihristtan fellowship—12 noon-1 pm. 112 tawcett. bible
study in ephe-.ians
society for advancement of management— I pm. 347 aU«n. details
of Christmas party.
bio-health science club—2:10 pm. 105 bio sci buiiding. discussion
of plans for tour through el: lilly pharmaceutical, if unable to
attend meeting leave name and mailbox number in n22.
russian club— 2:10 pm. 223 millett. soviet film "ballad of a
soldier", russian with cngbsh subtitles.
tuesday. november 16
vtirrans educational organization—3.30 p. 045 university center,
everyone welcome.
campus bible fellowship—5:30 pm, 155b university center, bible
study and discussion group.
Wednesday, november 17
campus bible fellowship— 12 noon—I pm. 321 allyn. bible study
and discussion group.
inter-varsity christian fellows hip— 2:15-3:10, 240 fawcett. bible
study of spirit-filled christian.
food co-op- 2:30-4 pm. 045 university center organ)"Mional
meeting, all interested members of wsu community invited.
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To the editor

In reply to the remark, of Mr
Ted Williams regarding interpersonal relationships between men
and women: The Lord is coming
Ted. and is SHF ever pissed off!
Dave Strub

]

i'1

W minute
£)tJwarJ J u l i u s .

Targum CW73-3S

15 Bathroom (abb*.)
46 Pctresses Gish and
1 Vulgar In language
Roth ( f o r short)
7 Lollipop
48 Prefix: four
49
Rays
3 Cure-all
4 Sang in a low soft 50 Not appropriate
voice
52 Acquired
6 By Tears of nature 53 Interwoven hair
Simpsonlfamous 54 Indigenous wealth
8
fashion douse)
57 Loosely-woven
9 Any Phoenix basketcotton
ball player
58 Medium-sued sofas
Killed
59 A w r i t of execution
20
21 Elevator cages
60 Spuds ( d i a l . )
22 Refers to
24 Mild buffalo of
DOWN
India
1 "Felix Ungar"
25 Overhead trains
26 Jabs into
2 Opposite
3
out (para28 Precious stone
chutes!
24 Acted as a
detective
4 Land measure
5 Zodiac sign
31 City on the Rio
Grande
6 Famous golfer
7 Emotional displays
The Seven
Fr. c i t y destroyed
8 Coffee-maker
9 Small beds
in WWII
35 Descriptive of t h i s 10 Australian treecrossword puzjlo
dweller
11 Increase In s l / e
38 Friendly
12 Maintained one's
42 Constellation
S3 Tin Han's essential
brakes
13 Marlass periods
(pi.)

**

Answers on page 11

15 Electrical-energy
machine
17 Softened the sound
of
22 Live together
Illegally
23 Nabisco c r a c t j r
(ip.)
26 P r e f i x : wing
27 Chalky s i l i c a t e s
30 Exploit
32 Brown kiwi
34 Most i n t e l l i g e n t
35 Salty
36 Discharge Body
fluid
37 Of the roof of the
mouth
38 Performer
39 More dim, said of
tearful eyes
40 Substance -«ed in
making rubber ( p i .
41 Escapes cunningly
44 Garter, e.g. *
47 Frothy matter on
liquids
49 "Kt t u ,
"
51 Mgh school math
(abbr.)
53 Clay plug
55 B'ack'cuckoo
56 Body of water
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Group

Date

Place

Price

Herbie Hancock

November 11

Music Hall. Cincinnati

$6.50. $7.50

Gordon Lightfoot

November 12

Univ of Cincinnati Fieldhouse

$6.50

Phoebe Snow

November !4

Music Hall. Cincinnati

$5. $6. $7

Judy Collins

November 14

Memorial Hall, Dayton

$6.50

Natalie Cole

November 14

llniv of Dayton Arena

$6, $6.50. $7.50

Muddy Waters

November IV

Bogarts Cafe. Cincinnati

$4.50. $5.50

Seals and Crofts

November 20

Hara Arena

$5.50. $6.50

Roy Avers

November 20

Esquire Club, Cincinnati

$6. $6.50

Livingston Taylor

November 21

Victory Theatre

Kansas

November 28

Hara Arena

£5.50. $6.50

Geno Vgnelli

December 1

Music Hall. Cincinnati

M. $5. $6

Boston

December 7

Hara Arena

Olgs Korbutt

December 11

Cincinnati Coliseum

$6.50. 57.50

Ted Nugem

December 30

Hara Arena

$5.50. $6.50

$5.50. $6.50
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Chimaera applications
Scandinavian Seminar
Chimaera. the University
Scandinavian seminar is acHonors Program's literary
cepting applications for its
magazine, is now accepting
study abroad program in Densubmissions for (l is year's
mark, Finland. Norway, of
publication.
Sweden for the academic year
Papers of a scientific or
1977-78.
speculative nature, reviews,
An initial three weeks langcritiques, essays, papers writuage course, followed by a
ten for class, creative and
family stay will be available as
independent work, and misthe
student
attends
a
cellaneous articles will be giv"People's college" or another
en equal consideration.
specialized institution.
Papers will be accepted for
The fee, covering tuition,
publication which display unroom, board, one-way group
usual clarity of thought, effectransportation from New York
tiveness of expression, and
and rll course connected traoriginality.
vels in Scandinavia is $3,800.
All rights will revert to the
A limited number of scholarauthors upon publication.
ship loans arc available.
Manuscripts can be delivered
For further information
to Kathleen Charnock. e/o the
write Scandinavian Seminal,
Honors office, l h j Millett.
100 Fast 85th street. New
York, NY 10028.
Collins Conrert
Folk singer Judy Collins will
perform ai, entire evening of
music at Northern Kentucky
University's Regents hall Friday. November 12 at 8 pm.
For ticket price ^.information. contact the NKU Student
Activities office at 292-5146.

Scaplno!
Scapmo.'. an adaption of the
Moliere play, will be the second
ihcatre production for the 197677 theatre season, which will
open November 11 and run
through November 20.
Tickets will be S3 or $2 for
students and senior citizens.
General ticket sales begin November 1.
For ticket information, call
873-2500.
Lager Scholarship
John P Eager Trust is offering i1500 scholarships to students interested in micrographics. photogiapby. industrial
design, chemistry, or informa
tk»n science.
Applicants must have strong
academic acheivcmcnt and financial need. For more information. contact Financial Aid
office. 152 Allvn.

Chinese Exhibition
A major exhibition, Studies
in Connmsseurship: Chinese
Paintings from the Arthur M
Stickler collection will open al
the Dayton Art Institute October 24 and continue til November 21.
Paintings and calligraphy
by 24 artists active in China
from the I4ih lo the 20th
ccnturics will be featured.
Museum galleries are open
to the public, free of charge.
from 12 noon to 5 pm 1 ecsday
through Friday and Sunday.
Hours on Saturday are from 9
am to 5 pm. DAI is closed
Mondays.
Placement Workshops
Career Planning and Placement department v*ill offer several free workshops designed
to help persons find a job.
Tuesday. November V. "Resume and Letter Writing" will
be held from 10 to II am and 4
lo :• pm in ISSC of the University Center.
"Resume and Letter Writing" will also be offered the following day. November 10. from
10 to 11 am and 5 to 6 pm in
043 University Center.
"Job Hunting and Interviewing" will be offered November
9 at 11 am and again at 5 pm in
ISSC University Center. It will
be held the following day from
11 am to 12 noon and from 6 to
7 pm in 043 University Center.
Anlkxh Theatre Production
A Shake,pear comedy. The
Merry Wives of Windsor will
open at the Antioch Theatre
cn Friday, November 12. The
performances are scheduled
for Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays. November 12-14 and
19-21 at 8:30 pm on the main
stage.
Reservations and ticket information for The Merry
Wives of Windsor may be
obtained by calling 864-14&1
(toll-free from most of the
Miami Valley) or 767-7331,
ext 285. Ticket prices are
S2.50 general admission, and
S1.S0 for students and senior
citizens.

Financial Akl Committee
Applications arc being accepted for a student to serve on
the University Financial Aid
committee.
All interested students may
p'ck up an application in the
Student Caucus office in tbe
University Center.
Africa Lecture
Liberal Arts lecture scries
will feature Dr Peter Mark of
the History department Wednesday. November 17. Mark
will speak on "Africans in
European Eves" from 12 noon
to I pm in 228 Millett.
l

—

Ski Club Trip
Ski club will sponsor a trip to
Aspen. Colorado December 10
through 19. Participants will
leave Wright State Friday. December 10 and will travel o 1 two
Greyhound buses.
Cost of the trip will be $200,
including lift tickets. lodging,
and transportation by bus to
end from Aspen. A deposit of
$50 is now being collected, and
'he date for final payment is
November 18.
The excursion is limited to
two bus capacity, and therefore
participants will be accepted on
a first-come, first-served basis.
20 seats are now left.
Club membership is a requisite. which can be attained by
paying dues of $4.
Their next meeting will be
Thursday. November 4 at 9:30
pm. 041-043 Ufliversity Center,
during which deposits for the
trip can be made.

Library Scholarships
Ohio Associitbn of School
Librarians is offering five scholarships for the 1977-78 acadcmic year. Two awards of $600
each are available to junior,
seniors, or graduate students
who intend to become school
media specialists (librarians).
Applicants must have a financial need and must be
willing to work in Ohio for two
yeais.
Three $100 awards are open
to members of the 1. \SL who
are current!1 working in Ohio.
For further information, contact
the Financial Aid office. 152
Allyn.

Jfeuifi

Aborts
GDI Accepted
Inter-greek council decided at
its October 28 meeting lo admit
Gamma Delta lota. Wright
Stale's first forority (coed fraternity) into the council.
The council is composed of
members from each sorority
and fraternity on campus and
serves as a coordinating and
promotional organization of the
Greek system.
Student-Faculty exhibits
Two exhibitions will open in
the art education department
Monday. November 8. A special exhibit in the Creative Art's
center's experimental gallery
will feature the work of students in the Fairbom Public
schools, grades kindergarten
Ihrough 12.
This show will run Ihrough
November 12 with galleiy
hours from 8:j0 am to 5 pm.
The reception will be 7 lo 9 pm
on Tuesday. November 9.
The works of art-ed faculty
members Dr Gary Barlow, Dr
Lew is Shupe. Shelby Crowe. Dr
Pcler O'Boyle. Luisa Owen.
Chris Shalsby. and Julie Lindsey will also be featured, opening the same day and running
Ihrough November 19.
This exhibition will be on
display from 9 am to 5 pm
Monday through Friday in 228
Creative Arts center. A formal
reception is planned for Tuesday. November 9 from 4 to 5:30
pm.
Both shows are free *o the
public. Residents of Fairhorn
arc also invited lo the reception
of the Fairborn show.

Library iloun Serve*
Student Caucus members arc
attempting to evaluate the need
and desir.t for extended library
hours. Surveys, asking preference for longer hours, are row
being distributed and collected
for Iwo weeks.
Students who do not receive
a questionnaire in Iheir mailbox
may pick one up at the Student
Caucus office 033 University
Center, or at one of the collection boxes located in the library
and in Allyn and Millet! lounges.

Sweethcai-I Campaign
Kappa Delta Chi sorority will
sponsor its armiai sweetheart
campaign the week of November 8 through 12. Proceeds
from the campaign will go to
help underprivileged children
for Chirstmas,
Their booth will be located in
Allyn hall oil Monday and
Tuesday, and in the University
Center for the remainder of the
week.
Phi Alpha Theta
All social studies education
majors with 18 hours of history
and a 3.0 average are eligible lo
join Phi Alpha Theta, the international history honorary fraternity.
An initiation and Phi Alpha
Theta meeting will be held
November 22. For mere information leave a message for
Julia at extension 3110.
Alternative Bookstore
The alternative bookstore, designed to avoid long lines and
high prices, will be open January 3 and 4. 1977 from 10 am
to 2 pm in Milletl lounge.
Falrboin Playhouse
The Miracle Worker will be
presented at Fairborn Playhouse November 5, 6. 12. 13,
19 and 20 al 8:30 pre.
For reservations, call 8781651.
Operation -Share Christmas
Operation Share Christmas is
" community eficet to provide a
Chrisimas dinner fo» needy
families in Montgomery County.
The program, which depends
on volunteers, is in need of
help. Volunteers are needed
from December 6 through 17 to
take information from those
requesting a Christmas basket.
Interested persons should
contact the Dayton Ombudsman
office at 223-4613 or sign up at
Wright State's Ombudsman's
office in Allyn hall.
Honors lectures on China
Dr Byron Wcngs' honor
class will host two special
speakers this quarter. Tuesday, November 2 Professor
Martin Whyte from the Sociology department of the University of Michigan will talk
on "The Politics of Small
Groups".
Dr Geofgc Yu, political scientist for the University of
Illinois, will discuss "Leadership in Peking" on Thursday.
November 11.
The public is invited to
these lectures, which will be
held at 12:45 pm in 125
Milletl.

Environmental Action
Environmental Action club ii
planning a recycling program
for waste paper from campus.
The club, which meets every
Friday at 11 im in 175 Brehm
Iftb (conference room), is open
to all interested people.
For more information, contact Joanne at 433-2075.

Moonshine Madness Raffle
Sigma Phi Epsilon is raffling
8 bottles of Jack Daniels Black
label whiskey. Now's your
chance to have some Christmas
spirits and nelp our housing
fund at the same time. Buy
your tickets before Friday November !? st the table in front
of Aliyn Hall lounge. The draw
ing is F'-Jay November 12 at
2:00. First prize—6 bottles,
second and third prize one
bottle each.
Lost Items
The security and Parking
services have reported the following items found: plastic
tray, photography items, cosmetic. Please call by 241 Allvn
hall to identify.
Hilda* Tujie Cards
Due to the
Thanksgiving
holiday, student employee time
cards must be submitted to the
Financial Aid office no later
than Friday. November 12 at 4
pm. For further information cali
2321.
Sigma Delta Pi Members
lota Omega chapter of Sigma
Oclta Pi. the national Spanish
honorary, inducted nine Wright
State students October 28. New
members are Lisa Gordon. Denise Lepc. Aricye Uebo. Elaine
Kenworlby. Sue Newbauer, Judith Purcell. Neil Reif, Thecla
Schneble. and Nina Stutler.
Students, regardless of academic major, are eligible for
membership by tuning a soph
omore standing or above, completion of u Spanish or Spanish-American literature course
sequence, a 3.0 cummulative
average in Spanish courses, a
2.75 University accummulative.
and recommei.dation of the
full-time Spanish teaching faculty.
Planned Parenthood
sale success
Planned Parenthood Association of Miami Valley would
like to thank all those who
helped them make their sixth
annual book fair a success.
Over 4,500 persons purchased over $18,000 worth of
books, most of which sold 15
cents to 35 cents.
Profits from the sale and
other special events help provide family planning services
over 9,000 residents of Montgomery.
MiamiPreble.
Greene. Darke, and Warren
counties.
Green Mansion Activities
Dayton- Montgomery County
Park district will hold several
activities this Saturday November 13. At 10 am a Veterinary
skills workshop will be conducted at Carriage Hill farm. Registration is required and can
be obtained by calling 8790461.
"Star Watch" will be sponsored at 8 pm at Old National
Trail Riding center of Engiewood reserve. This is a Green
Mansion walk.
A wildlife film festival will be
featured at 10 am and 3 pm at
Cox arboretum, which is a
Green Mansion activity.

More News Shorts on page 7
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Placement Recruiter*
Signups begin Monday,
November
8—Metropolitan
Life insurance, sales positions; Ohio State University
Graduate Business programs:
Electronic Data systems corporation; Tuesday. November
9—Belden Corporation management tt'.f* industrial engineering positions; Airway Fashions. store management positions; Wednesday November
10—Rike's Department store,
assistant buyer trainee positions; Miami valley hospital.
RNs; Thursday. November
11—NASA-Lewis
Research
center, engineers; Friday.
November 12—Doctor's hospital.
Only people registered with
the office are eligible for these
interviews. To register, go to
the Department of Career
Planning and Placement, 134
Oelman.
Vanguard Concert
Michei Debost. tioutist, and
christian Ivaldi. pianist, will be
featured at the next Vanguard
concert on Friday. November 12
at 8:30 pm at the Dayton Art
Institute.
The French musicians will
perform a program including
Sonata (1936) by Hindesmith;
Theme and Variation, Opus 161
by Schubert; Duo Serenade.
Opus 41 by Beethoven; and
Hungarian Peasant suite by
Bartok.

Memorial Hall PreaenU
A package country and western show and a broadway
musical will be among the features of Memorial hull in Dayton this week.
Friday. November 12, the
Statler brothers and Dolly Parton will perform two shows, at
6:30 and at 9:30 pm.
The following night at 6 and
9:30 pm VV James Bridges will
present the broadway musical
Don I Bother Me, I Can t Cope.
Judy Collins will be presented in concert Sunday. November 14 at 8 pm. while Wednesday. November 17, Bridges
will present Naughty Alarrietta
at 8:30 pm.
For further information on
the above activities, contact Mr
Rose at 223-7581.
Chambers Debut
Wright
State's Chamber
singers will make iheir first
campus appearance of the 197677 season on Sunday. November 14.
The program, entitled "An
Afternoon of Chamber Music",
will begin a; 4 pm in the
concert hall of the Creative Arts
center.
Selections to be performed by
the singers include works by
Arlando di Lasso. Guiseppi Pitoni. Adriano Bandhieri. Handel. Ralph Maryott, William
Billings. David Walston. Eric
Hovland. Ronal Roxbury. and
arrangements by OC Christiansen and Norman Luboff.

Student enrollment down
Student-teacher ratio up
(continued from page 1)
and the operation of campus
buildings.
Kegerreis mentioned to Caucus that since the Univeisity has
several hundred students less
lhan it had last year, it now has a
"fairly admirable student-teacher ratio and one of the best in
Ohio."
He added the University considered the fact that lower enrollment might be due to fee increases but "Our investigation
did not uncover that."
The policy of requiring students with a grade point average
below 2.0 to sec an advisor
before scheduling classes was
also responsible for the loss of
some students, he explained.
Caucus Nursing representative
Nel Martinez noted. "Some students felt the University had an
overload of students." and man
datory advising was the University's way of getting rid of the
overload.
Kegerreis replied. "Many misunderstood the unexpected increase of students last year. I
was tr -ng to brace everyone (because) if this happened this year,
we would be in a scramble trying
to maintain these ciassrooms."
Kegerreis continued that last
year the University <Sid not have
enough state subsidy to cover the
increase in students but sow,
there are not enough students to
earn the subsidy which was
allotted.

Caucus Chairer Ed Silver remarked. "The problem is not
whether we have a voice or not
but whether we have a voice in
planning stage; before something happens."
"Do you (Caucus members)
think it's possible to devise a
rationale to decide how far we
can cut back the University
budget before raising student
fees?" Kegerreis inquired, adding that WSU is one of the few
state schools which would ask
such a question.
"So many times students saythere is virtually no limit to how
much we should cut back rather
than raise student fees." he said.
Caucus Education rep Joy Bo
oghier said. 'Has the University
ever asked departments to itemize their expenditures and ask
them how much they would he
willing to cut their bvdget?"
Kegerreis responded tl at a
similar method had been tried in
past years.
"We can ask questions like
that and it isn't a naive question.
We will be asking them to make
permanent cuts." mentioned
Kegerreis.
He added that Ohio State,
Bowling Green, and Miami University didn't have declines in
enrollment this year but decided
to raise student fees anyway.
"Their justification was 'if we
cut any further, it would damage
the quality of education'," Kegerreis commented.

¥

4.0 senior Barbara Heinen ambitiously looks forward to the day when she can ' visit the virgin altar
armed with a whoopee cushion and lei a ripping fart. " \Robert Marrum photo]

Parent, zoo-keeper, keeps 4.0 avg
BY KATHLEEN CHA8NOCK
Guardian News Editor

"When 1 graduate. . .armed
with my whoopie cushion and a
dime. . .1 intend to visit the
Blessed Virgin's altar, light a
candle, wish for better things for
the future, let a ripping fart and
depart the hallowed halls of
WSU."
At that point in her narration,
Heinen seemed to lose her train
of thought.
"Oh. 1 just lost a temple off
the glasses which have the
whiskers and nose attached."

Think about assuming the duties of head ct' the household. A
household which contains S v j
obstreperous tecnagtis, three
dogs and assorted human, animal and vegetable strays which
wander in and out n will.
Then, if you will, consider the
built-in hazards of getting a
college degree, and maintaining
a perfect four point average all
the while.
Impossible, you Say? Higiiiy
unlikely you say? You suggest,
with all the civilty you can
muster. "I may be dumb, but , continued from page 3)
I'm not crazy."
procedure "is get the crews out
One prospective Wright State as soon as possible and close
graduate seems to have a pretty- school for just as long as it takes
good shot at the impossible. to make the area passable."
Whal's particularly amazing is
School closing procedure bethat while she's apparently not gins whh Seaver. working in
dumb, nor within the clinical concert with Campus Security to
definition of insanity, she has determine if conditions warrant
managed to pull off an amazing school closing.
feat.
The next step, after the deciif all gees well, Barbara Heinen. sion is reached, is to contact the
aged thirty nine and the single office of WSU President Robert
parent head of a five-teenager Kegerreis.
family unit, will graduate with a
if the decision is to halt
Liberal Arts English degree at classes, the Office of News and
the end of this quarter.
Information informs local televiAlthough Heinen said that she sion and radio stations.
hasn't had time for hobbies, "reAnd should roads be cleared
searching pornography, hanging during the school day, Seaver
out in the faculty lounge and
said, school may be resumed.
slimming St Francis of Asissi"
But despite WSU's elaborate
were the most exciting extra
curricular activities 3he has indulged in during her collegiate
Dot & Lou

Explaining that she had been
wearing them all afternoon, to
"introduce a little levity into the
house."
Then, as an afterthought, she
requested that the Guardian send
her five copies of this articic, so
ihat she could "give them to
(her) children. They can put
them amongst their treasured
memorabilia and sav-when I'm
dead and gone—'I remember
Mama. My beloved mother in
whom I'm well pleased.' "

Snow closures

UADER5J

MOST FIRST MCOME. FOLLOWERS.
B£Ct»t£AUAt>fc*8V
FOLL0K/IN& JESUS CHRIST
AS A PKI£ST, SlSTe* OK BKOTMi*
CONTACT: VOCATION Office
5*40 MOlLUK AV£ • KOOM t>77
CIHOMiATl,OIUO*StlZ • (.9/ 6777
TO FIWOUTHOW.

equipment for snow removal.
Seaver noted that primarily. " » c
still use snow shovels."
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Bogart's Cafe resembles that of'Casablanca'fame
BY ROBKRT MARCl'M
Guardian Special Writer

This episode finds pari of ihe
fearless bsrcrawiing team stumbling down lo Cincinnati to check
out Bogart's Cafe American located U 2b21 Vine Street just off
the University of Cincinnati campus.
If you've even seen Casablanca
then you've seen Bogart's. at
least from the outside. It's a
combination restaurant, bar. and
small concert club.
Previous acts performing there
include Leon R'.-dbone (who will
be at Wright Slate with Taj
Mahal on November 21), John
Mayall. Chick Corea. Asleep al
the Wheel, and many others.
Robert Palmer and the Funky
Kings played one night last
weekend.
The food is varied, and of uniformly high quality. Dinners,
sandwiches (the reuben's arcgreat). salads, and fruit and
cheese platters are all available.

A gooo meal for two people,
without drinks, costs between
four and 10 dollars.
During the week thev operate
as a restaurant bar and are open
from S pm to around 12 midnight.
On the weekends. Bogart's
generally has two shows (8:30
and 11 :30 pm). during which you
can drink to your wallet's content. The only drawb..-.k is that
food is not r'lowed down in Ihe
show area.
Tile show started 45 minutes
late, which gave us a chance to
drink a link more, and then
opened with the Funky Kings.
West C-iast-based Arista recording group delivering a slightly
bi/.arrt, but thoroughly enjoyable
fusion cf country, rock, ani j a u
funk.
Robert Palmer and his band
then provided an hour's worth of
solid, disco-oriented music reminiscent of Little Feat. Billy Joel
and Bo/ Skaggs at his best.

The set was highlighted by an
impressive harp solo from backup singer Greg Carroll, and
scnsi«tently fine percussion work
by J«jy linscott. an extremely
talented lady
Due to the late start, the band
was forced to cut the set short.

but I imagine the second show
was a killer.
Upcoming acts at Bogart's
include Tom Waits on November
14 and 15. Middy Waiers on
November 19. 20 and 21. and
violinist Jean-Luc Pontv on November
-.nd 27.

The admission prices are de
termlned 'oy the demands of the
act. but generally hover around
$4 and $4.50 day of show.
It's a little far to drive regularly; but to catch a specific act. or
simply to get a fine meal, it's
worth the trip.

fc

Scapino!' set f o r WSU t h e a t r e
BY TELE1A MCCABE
Guardian Feature Writer

Wright Slate Theatre department will present Scapino.'. a
comedy by Frank Dunlop and
Jim Dale, i s the second production of the theatre's eleventh
season. Scapino' runs Novembc,*
II. 14. 18. and 21 at 8 pm and
November 12. 13, 19. *nd 20 at
8:30 pn. in the Festival Playhouse.
Scapino' is based on Moliere's
farce Les Fourbenes de Scapin.

But. as the authors tell us, it's
"a long way o f f ' from Moiiere.
The play is filled with' plot
twists, foolish fathen.. disguises,
and mistaken identities, it's r
highly visual comedy, with slapstick and sight gags.
Set in modern Naples, the play
is the story of .Scapino, rogue
"par exceUance," and his fastmoving efforts to see true love
triumphant.
Scapino and his sidekick, Svlvestro. are the guardians to two
young men. Ottavio and Lcandro.

university
food
services
Have you ever wo n d e r e d
what's behind those
cafeteria walls?

COME ON BACK
and see the
kitchen!

These young lovers need money
to secure their interned brides.
How their guardians go about
securing this coverage is underhanded. shameless and hilarious. Of course, cleverness and
goodness win out before the
curtain falls.
Tickets for Scapino' are S3 for
adults. $2 for students and
senior citizens. Group rates arc
available. Patrons are reminded
of the pre theatre buffet on
Friday and Saturday performance
evenings, starting at 6:30 pm
Price for dinner is S5 per setting.
Dinner and theatre reservations
can be made at the theatre bos
office in the Creative Arts center,
or by calling 873-2500.

WSU helping
garden area
BY KATHLEEN CHARNOCK
Guardian New* Editor
A bulldozer and other heavy
equipment have been put to use
in the area between Allyn and
Millett halls.
Charles Seavcr. director of the
Physical Plant, explained that
"what we're doing is opening up
the space to allow a better grow
ing area for the trees which have
been in place there."
The picnic tables are used for
an outdoor recreation area, and
Seaver described it as "a popularly used place in the spring,
summer and fall quarters."
The operation is expected to
take a long time, "probably a
good portion of the winter" said
Scaver, and the total cost will be
"something under two hundred
dollars, since we're using our
own men and equipment."
"We're trying to make it (the
outdoor garden area) a more
pleasant place," Seavcr concluded.
BUSINESS OWORTUMTV

We welcome you
to check out ALL
the facilities!

Stuf Enveolpes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earning!
Send $1.90 To:
Envelopes Dept.339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston.Mass. 62110

biOCtSAN

See the local manager!!
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Mime theatre gets
standing ovation
HI ROBKRT MARCUM
Guardian Special WrMer
As part of Dayton's continuing
efforts to bring high quality
entertainment to the arei. Sunday November 7 found Memorial
Hall playing host lo the Claude
Kipnis Mime Theatre, courtesy
of W James Bridges.
Although a disappointingly
small crowd of only 350 showed
up. the company delivered a
stunning performance, drawing a
standing ovation at the conclusion.
Never having seen mime othei
than Marcel Marccau. I really
had no idea w hat to expect as the
houselights dimmed.
The curtain opened on a bare
stage, in the center of which
stood seven masked figures
twitching in time to an abstract
music piece by Ben Johnston,
The Crowd.
Moving in unison, they spread
across the stage and performed
various tasks
Occasionally one or more of
them would break away from the
group and rip off his/her mask,
only to be sucked back into the
anonymous crowd. It was a
moving portrait of the human
condition.
Claude Kipnis then did a volo
piece entitled The Parry. Miming
a typical partygoer, he had the
audicnce on the floor with his
comic rendition of an unsuccessful man on the make.
The third selection. Eine
Kleine Nachtmustk, music by W
A Mo7.art, was performed by the
entire company as the daydreams
of a group of chamber musicians,
with each movement of the musicdone ss a different dream.
Following this was n solo by
Kipnis called The Bottle, a seriocomic fantasy on the nightmares
of an alcoholic.
T11 last piece oefore the intermission was The Circus, with
members of the company playing
various inept circus performers.

Returning from the intermission. the second half of the
performance was taken up by a
remarkable rendition of Moussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition

Kipnis plated a gum-chewing
biker type who wanders into an
exhibit-on of the paintings, each
of which comes to life before his
eyes.
The performances of tbs company were alternately hilarious
and hilling. The visual undertones of the music were brought
out with perfection, especially
ihosc of The Castle, Samuel and
Schmuvle, ».r,^ Raba Yaga
The company consisted of
three women (Judi Ann Coles.
Cindy Benson, and Lynne Jassem) and three men (Jay Natelle.
Michael Piatowski. and Jon Ruddle). Singly and together they
performed with incredible grace,
as well as displaying a consummate knowledge of the intricacies
of the art of mime.
It was without doubt one of the
finest theatrical performances
this reviewer has ever seen,
although the lighting was uneven. leaving light and dark
spots across the stage.
Judicious use of costuming,
masks, and makeup provided a
wide variety of characterizations,
and Kipnis' clioieugfaphy was
nothing short of brilliant.
Contrary to what some may
think, there ;.s plenty to do here
in Dayton. Ohio, if you look
around.
Memorial Hall has been and
continues to be the site of
excellent musical and theatrical
performances. Judy Collins will
be there on November 14 (1
believe it's just about sold out),
and on Novembe> 17 Cyril Ritchard wiii appear in a performance
of Naughty Manettc.
Memorial Hall i» normally
weII-patronized, but wider support would be welcome, etpecially for shows of the caliber of
Kipnis.
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Sports Scope

Turkey Trot cures qu irter blues
BY GAYLON VICKERS
Guiudlan Staff W riter
Lost all semblance of sanity
due to the closing juarter blue:,?
If so then Intra-mural sports has
the game for you.
In this little sport, all you have
to do is run through the woods of
Wright State, towing a balloon
behind. Just make sure that the
balloon is not busted, or you will
be penalised for loosing a.;r.
Of course, if you can be
penalized, then there must be
other teams running against you.
And if other teams are runn'ng
against you then there must be a
prize. (Even the insane have
some sort of reasoning).

You are correct. There is a
most fitting prize. For second
place the prize is a turkey. For
first place, the prize is—two
turteys. If you haven'! understood what I am talking about,
this is a description of the Turkey
Trot—an even! held annually
here a! WSU.
To prove yourself as big of a
lurkey as anyone else on campus,
all you have to do is sign up for
the event before November 19.
There is no entry fee and the
sign-up sheets are ready and
waiting in the locker rooms.
The leams must be made up of
five women and five men. The
starting lime is 3:15 pm. November 24 Just be sure thai your

n ute doesn't take you near the
area that the Skeet club is
practicing in. It would be a
turkey shoot.
In addition to the Turkey Trot,
the basketball free throw contest
is slated for November 22. from
12 noon to 3 pm, There is no
entry fee nor deadline, as you
enler the day c' the event.
T-shirts will be awarded to the
winners.

Sports
Shorts
The Wright State Univeisity women's volleyball team put its
season record al 24-9 November
to with wins ovei Akron and
Ashland
WSU delealed Akron 15-9.
15-9 and Ashland 15-9, 3-15. and
15-9 and were defeated by Slippery Rock. 15-3. 9-15. and 8-15.

AC elects officers
BY SH ARON TWAREK
Guardian Staff Writer

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

CPA
REVIEW
Cincinnati
Columbus
Davton

513 651-4487
614 224-3290
513 426-5087

COURSES BCGIN MAY 26 * NOV. 24

Election of officers for the
Alhlelic council was held November 2 Those eleclt- to office
were Chaircr Tom Maiczynski
(associate professor of graduate
studies): Vice-chairman Anni
Whissen (assislam professor of
modern languages): and Secrelarv Sam ling (assodale professor of phvsicsi.
Plans were also announced for
a meeting of some of the midwestern Division II schools.
At this meeting consideration
of a conference organization w ill
be inilialed. Don Mohr will serve
for 1976-77 on both the baseball

It seems that quite a bit of controversy came about as a result of
my las! Sports Scope.
Letters teep coming in telling us that it is okay to curst at the
plate As anyone can see, (even if you uon't read lips) baseball
players do use abusive language many times when they lie at the
plate.
I don't mind the arguments, but 1 never said that Billy Williams
was thrown out of the fourth game of the World's Series for using
abusive language.
In fact. 1 wrote that column BEFORE the final game If I did say
thai Williams was thrown out for using bad language, then 1 will
go tomorrow to the nearest ESP research center.
The latest happening in the world of Wright State athletics i-. a
slight altercation that happened last Friday night during a waler
Polo game. The game was a rather important one in the championship for that league.
Now competition is fine, but water polo is a co-rcc sport. In
co-rev, the idea should be good clean fun. not blood-thirsty
competition.
The first place prize is nothing more than a T-shirt. 1 cannot
imagine myself trying to attack someone over a T-shirt.
The two teams involved in the altercation may not share the j
fault equally. Indeed it seems that only a few persons on each j
team caused th- problems.
Inter-mural sports provides non co-rec leagi'es for those who arc
looking for the hard compelilion which some people need.
It might be best for those individuals who do feel thai they |
cannot play a game of fun. lo diop out. Leave the league to those I
who find pleasure, r.ot anger, in friendly competition.

Segal coming to Dayton
BY SHAKON TWAREK
'•uardian Staff Writer
Author Eric Segal will be
coming to Dayton's Memorial
hall November \v. and 14 as part
of the downtown Town Hall
series.
A limited number of Friday
morning tickets for Ihe scries are
now available al the reduced rate
of $12.50. and may be purchased
a! Ihe door. The lectures will
begin at 10 am.
Segal has taught Latin and
Greek al Harvard, Yale Prir-ce-

WILDERNESS OUTFITTERS

B U Y YOUR CHRISTMAS

RETAILERS OF FINE
BACK PACKING • CAMPING
HIKING EQUIPMENT

BIKE N O W
Lay-a-way
pay by the month

and basketball Division II tour
nanienl selection committees.
In addition, the preliminary
budget for l97b-77. the tentative
!977 baseball schedule ant! a
$500 grant-in-aid was approved
for a freshma:i wrestler.
Plans reported on for the
upcoming basketball season included WON!' broadcasting all
games <•! the men's varsity leam
on radio and WDTN-TV which
will ielecas! three games (Miimi.
Chicago Stale, and Eastern Illinois). The game telecast with
WDTN-TV is the firs! year of a
two-year contract.

BY GAYLON VICKERS
(.uardiiui Staff Writer
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Also many older and hard
to find albums $2.00 & $4.00
EUHV to f i n d

129 S. Main. :V-w Carlisle

8-45-9024

252-5006

Ion. and the University of Munich and is currently leaching al
Dartmouth College. He has published extensively, and lectured
throughout Ihe world.
Perhaps best-known for his
novel Low Story Segal's "love
means never having to say you're
sorry." has become an American
household slogan.
In a more popular vein, Segal
has produced light theatre pieces
on and off Broadway, and screenplays. such as the Beatles' yellowSubmarine.
Segal also had an acting role in
the French film Without Apnarent Motive.
In 1970, President Richard
Nixon appointed Segal to the
National Advisory council of the
Peacc Corps and subsequently to
its Executive committee. In
March. 1972 he received sptcial
Presidential commendation for
this service.
Published in 1970. love Story
has appeared in 33 languages
and has e.-jked controversy
throughout the world. The Vatican deplored its language: the
Kremlin attacked its "politics",
and Nixon told a news conference
that although he objected to the
undeleted expletives, he would
recommend the 131 page novel.

Shop and Save

WSU Bookstore Sale
Begins
Monday, November 15
2nd Annual
Christmas Sale

#
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Biology preserve allows study of natural forest
BY DAVID MCELROY
Guardian Slaff Writer
•'The student population and
general public doesn't understand why we have a preserve
marked off and regulate it."
stated Dr Hichard Jensen, assistant professor of biological sciences. Jensen is in charge of
managing the biological preserve
area at Wright State University.
The eighty acres comprising
the preserve arc were set aside
during the administration of former WSU President Brage Golding. The Biology department
dccided to preserve the area
during a dispute over a policy of
continually removing dead wood
from the forest.
While the removal of dead
wood was intended to stimulate
the growth of the woods, the
Biology department contended

that the policy was actually detrimental to the natural, prrs«;sses
of the forest.
The Biology department won
its bid to set aside an area for a
biological conserve which include.. a field as well as woodland,
and is preserved in as natural a
state as possible.
Dr Timothy Wood, associate
professor of biological sciences,
explained that the major purpose
of the preserve is to allow WSU
students and others "to study
the natural forest community."
Wood added that WSU is
fortunate to have such a resource
on campus. With such an area on
campus, it is very handy for field
study which eliminates those
often tiring bus fieldtrips. And.
of course, it is itol unknown for
people to merely enjoy the area
for its beauty.
"It is a typical deciduous

forest for this area (compost J
largely of oak. hickory, buckeye,
maple, and ash trees), said
Jensen.
Some species which are rare
for this area may be found within
the preserve, such as the Golden
Seal, a member of the buttercup
family. 15 to 20 species of medicinal plants, including ginseng,
also grow within the biological
preserve, as well as poisonous
V Ants.
Wood stated that all trails in
the area are gravelled for people
travelling through the presi rve.
But. "ideally the preserve should
not be disturbed in any way." he
commented.
Jensen stressed the regulation
against Uttering and expressed
regret over abuses of the preserve.
"We have various groups that
want to <-iakc use of the preserve

EAC combats environment
mstrumental in helping start the
club. He will use his firsthand
experience to set up the WSU reJoanne Jannett. president of cycling program for the EAC,
ine newly formed Environmental according to Jannett.
"We're getting a re-Jly good
Action club, stated "Our main
purpose is in our name. Pre- response on this recycling pro
sently we are concerned with gram..." said Jannett. who enenvironmental conditions on plained the club v.ill begin their
campus." She said Ihe club will program with waste paper which
enpand our concern not only will be sent to the f a per recycwith the campus, but with the ling mill. She also pointed out
that the program is non-profit
community as well."
Jannett emphasized that the motivated.
"We plan to have a recycling
i-AC "would like to stress the
need for a recycling program on drive called "Pilch-In Week" in
campus, and protect the environ- April for people to bring in their
ment from abuse..." "Right now recyclable waste, in cooperation
we are forming a recycling pro- with other organizations." she
gram for the (Wright State) said.
The EAC l. ipcs to sponsor
campus... that should be in
action sometime winter quarter." field trips, sometimes in cooperation
with other groups,
she said.
Bob Smilh. who runs the re- such as canoe trips and visits to
cycling center in Centerville. was recycling centers.
BY DAVID McELROY
Guardian Staff Writer

abuse

Jannett said that "membership is not limited to Wright
State students. " and that majors are not important, explaining
that she was an art major. She
also said that no due:, are being
collected presently.
"Wc are not funded by any
other organization, but we sponsor bake sales." said Jannett.
explaining club finances. "We
r.ope
participate in May

Daze."

The EAC cooperates with the
Environment*) Health club in
th it "we interchange some activities." she explained. "We do
not necessarily share the same
pin pose."
The EAC meets every Friday
this quarter at II am in the
Brehm Lab and invites prospec
tive members to attend.

Recent ruling slows build-up
icontinued from page I)
given lor women competitors in
sports. "It has been in the last
two years they've eased up" on
this ruling. Me.hr noted, "and
they are given to the ones who
are most deserving."
Since the ruling from the
.MAW allowing grants and aids

*

be given has conic only recently,
the time schedule has not allowed the athletic department to
build up their women's team as
heavily as the men's. "It tskes
time." Mohr said, "and with our
recent budget cuts, we're just
not capable at this time."
"As for the men's basketball

team." Mohr continued, "we
know the teams we're going to
play and we've contacted with
television and radio. You can't
take (money) from them because
they've already got their schedule.

eEE
ft
Lenny

for various reasons, and it pretty
much up to the Biology department what will be allowed,"
noted Wood.
"Our only real concern is that
it is not misused." emphasized
Jensen, who said there are areas
outside the preserve for pui poses
of rec reation such as the Achilles
hill area.
"Tom Hanselman is doing a
species study of the preserve for
his senior honors project." continued Jensen.
The results of Hansclman's
study will be incorporated in a
guide designed !o provide a
background of the biological preserve's flora and fauna, as well
as trails and items of interest.
Jensen mentioned that a major
problem with watershed has developed in the preserve area. The
SO acres of the conserve arc inundated with runoffs- from
WSU's 90 acres of parking lots.
"Dr (Harold) Keller (assistant
professor of biological sciences)
ana I went out to the preserve
with Dr (Robert) Conicy (director
of planning and development)

and (Robert) Mariow (director of
campus planning at»d construction) to show them the t'.s* wc
are concerned about," Jensen
remarked.
The runoff is "washing away
the top<<oil and exposing the treeroots. and literally washing away
herbaceous plants," noted Jensen. The runoff has cvaled a
gullet about three fee' deep.
Parking lot drainage r.as been
calculated to be 69.000 gallons
for every inch of rain.
In a letter da;-d March 9, 19?6
Conicy said. "We have inspected
that site and indeed, a significant
p.oblcm already exists, and it
will get substantially worse."
Several measures have been
proposed to alleviate the problem. but none of them have been
initiated yet.
"The preserve is used as a
teaching tool." Jensen said.
Apparently, the University is
learning something about those
more unlortunatc relationships
between erosion and expansive
parking lots.
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STEREO COMPONENTS 20
percent to 40 percent off list
price, all major brands available and guaranteed! Call
Perry at 252-5034 in the evenings.
FOR SALE: 74" Fashion MadSinger sewing machine. Vg
condition. Paid SI 12. asking
$60. Have gotten a new one
with free arml Call 7676-7589
after 5 or mailbox HI41. 11-8
GIBSON
GUITAR-Country
Western model with case and
accessories. In good shape
S200. If seriously interested
reply in mailbox 0224. 11-8
DOUBLE PAN SCALES without weights. Made bv Welch
Scientific Company measures
to tenths of grams S15.
Phone 878-9947. 11 -8
ANTIOUE OAK TABLE ap
pro* 4'/i ft long. 2'/i ft wide.
$25. Phone 878-994/. 11-8
PARTING OUT '64 tiOOcc
VW Bug. 4-4plv tires (200
miles) 6 to 12 volt inverter,
misc motor parts, trans axle.
Call 299-4661 anytime. 11-8
GOOD USED BIKES- 25"
Sekine: 23" Carabcla. Everything alloy, cotterless cranks,
new condition, low price guarantee. Yellow Springs Bike
Shop. 241 Xenia Avenue. 7671956. 11-4
DINETTE SET- 5 pcs-$20. 2
coffee tables, call 879-4950
after 6:30 pm. 11-8
1973
CHEVY
BEL-AIR.
green, air-conditioning. PS.
PB. excellent condition. Call
426-4787 after 5 pm.
1966 CHI-.N > II wagon, auto.,
reliable. $250. 878-7853 after
9:30 pm weekdays. 11-11
1971 VW BUS- New brakes,
new tires. CB antenna, carpet. curtains, booster heater
fan. 23 mpg. $1795.00 Call
376-2736. 11-8
FOR SALE- 1973 Pinto, light
blue, new tires. 2000 cc engine. good condition. $1300.
Call 426-0423. 11-8
10 SPEED MEN S 26" burgendy. Sears. Good condition.
$55 firm. Call 878-6117. 11-8
FOR SALE: one small canvas
bookbag. Blue with red straps
and red trim. Excellent condition used one. Backpack
type. $10 or best oflcr. If
interested, leave note in Ally
mailbox A313 or residence
mailbox
1973 CHEVELLE Malibu ss
350. Automatic PS PDB. air
conditioning, am-ftn stereo
tape cruise control radial*,
rally wheels 45.000 miles,
good condition. 294-6919 or
N42. 11-11
FOR SALE: one small canvas
bookbag Blue with red straps
and red trim. Excellent condition, used once. Backpack
lype. $10 or best offer. If
interested, leave note in Allyn
mailbox A313 or residence
mailbox 229B. 11-11

FOR SAIE Mv complete collection of "Bealle" albums.
45s. and "Bcatle" books. I
also have many other "Rock"
albums for sale. I am willing
to let you inspect any and will
be willing to talk about reasonable prices. Anyone interested leave note in Allyn
mailbox J2II or call Alan at
256-4348. II II

BUNDY FLUTE for sale needs
little repair but in good condition. Best offer around $50.
Mailbox D72. 11-8
COMPLETE BIOLOGY II set;
includes lab book by Foley
and Hubschman (1) lab pg
used. Brand new text book byHelena Curtis and dissecting
kit new and unused. Textbook
used I month only. Set $20.
call 268-2546. I I ! )

T
ftRAPES-Full length pair gold
insulated. $10. Full length 2
pairs brown and orange print
insulated. $10. Shorter length
pair of ivory insulated. $8.
Shorter length green insulated
pair. $5. Shorter length linen
pink and red flower print.$5.
Rods. $2. Call 426-7410.
11-11
NEED A MATURE reliable
roomate (female) to share 2
bedroom 1'/» bath townhouse
3 miles from WSU. Co-Mart
me at 873-2921 daily from 3-5
pm. Ask for Mary if interested
in establishing a liberal homelike atmosphere. It will probably run $100/month for
everything. 11-11
ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share house with 3 guys. Like
to party, like to study. $55/mo
covers rent and utilities. 10
minutes from WSU. Call 2523153
RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS to
share my 3-bedroom home 2
miles from campus. $65 and
Vj utilities. Call Jon 2549409 or Box T233. 11-U
WANTED: Female student to
share apartment at Bonnie
Villa, starling winter quarter.
Call 429-3766 after 11 pm—or
mailbox H573. 11-11
ROOMATE WANTED-Bonnie
Villa Apts-immediately available cheap-call 429-3646. Ask
for Dave. 1-11

—

Rooms
Help Wanted
Rides
For Sale
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous

Rates:

Sxudents-free

10 cents a word

ADC PEOPLE on g r a n t s Have your food stamps gone
up because of your grants to
go to school? Let me try to
help you. Contact Peggy 7677S89 after 5 or reply in
mailbox H141. 11-8
GENERAL CLERICAL assist
am $2.20 hour, and good
typist $2.45 hour, needed now
by Dept of Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work. Must
be qualified for work-study.
See Bev Wright, E417 Millett.
Ext 2666. 11-8-2
PLEASE HELP! Four-year old
Shaima Klien needs volunteers to help adminiiter her
physical therapy program 1-2
hours per week in her home.
Beavcrcreek high school area.
For irore into, call Mrs Shawee Klein. 426-6522. 11 -8
WANTED IMMEDIATELY:
OLD ERECTOR SETS. SPECIFICALL? THE GEARS AND
WHEELS. Willing to negotiate prices. Leave name and
phone number in Allyn Hall
maiibox AII6. Needed desparately. 11-11

WIN A BASKET of holiday
spirits. 25 cents per chance or
5 chances for one dollar,
tickets on sale in the lobby of
university center, sponsored
by pledger, of Beta Phi Omega. Proceeds to charity.
11-8
LOST: 2 Keys on a black
plastic loop, somewhere on
campus? G720 Reward. 11-8
TYPING: theses, research papers. proposals. !BM electric.
Fast, accurate service. Call
Mrs. Walker. 426-7094. 11-11
PACE TAKERS:I need a ride
to and from the Nov 20 exam,
will help with gas. and live of
Davton-Xenia near Hanes.
Please leave a message in bcx
G461 or call Barbara at 4264407.
LOST: Small, gold woman's
high school class ring in Univ
Center. If found, please call
278-5692. Reward. 11-11

NEED PERSON to sew Vietnamese dress for me! Will
pay (reasonable) pric* for material and labor. Please replymailbox R-58. 11-11

MARtLYN EVANS-Please go
to your student mailbox. You
rr.ig'.t jusi fuiol a surprise. I
ain't li->n Your ZTA heart sis.
11-8

COME TO THE meeting of
the WSU Wheelchair Sports
club. Thurs Nov II at 4:30 in
the basement of the University Center (check activities
board for room number).
Members-dues will be collected at this meet ingi 11-11

TO THE BLOND-HEADED
GUY in the plaid shirt and
blue leans at the TWA presentation Oct 21 M 3:30-you
have gorgeous blue eyes!
WJio arc you? T-6'70. 11-8

ATTENTION. Anyone witnessing the accident that took
place Tuesday November 2.
1976 (election day) on Col
Glenn Highway/Airway Rd involving an older model green
muslang please contact Frank
at 252-0844. Important! 11-11

f&rsw&tls
TO A LOVE SICK BARFLY—
some day soon your dream
girl will appear. THE ZETA
CUPIDS. 11-11
CAFETERIA: The butler did
it. 11-11
STARSKY: :.cxt mission—see
which one of us can screw
more cows in one hour. Just
don't tell the boss. 11-11
LINDA: We lost the lease on
the dark closet but we've
found a storage cabinet just
the right size to take it's
place. All we need now is you,
a bottle of "Mad IDog", some
romantic music (Earl Scrugs)
and your snow shoes. M and
E. E and U in other words
them. PS: Leave the sauerkraut at home. We've got the
pickles. . . 11-11
TO LUSCIOUS. Happy B day.
RJ
WHAT'S WITH AIL THE
TAPE and missing glass? Is it
going to be served in a stew?
Holmes could Find the crooks.
11-11
WHO DUN IT? ask. ellery.
Bob. 11-11
I'VE LOST MY appetite, but
you've lost the money. Cafe
Cath. 11-11

MAP DRAW!! detter keep a
certain tribble around or Beware the Ktingons aitaek!!
118
ATLAS:' This is just another
way of my saying "An Acorn
is an Acorn." You know mel'm always thinking of you.
Love. Chubbctte. 11-11
TIM: Hey dummy! texpressionary non gender) check
sour mailbox. A mutual friend
of Barney . 1 1 1 1
TO CAROLYN ESKEW—
Here it is kid' Your name in
print! Smile! Al Fu//ii loves
you! 11-11
THE SISTERS ol Alpha Xi
Delta would like lo thank the
men of Sigma Phi Epsik>3 for
the great party Saturday
nigh' 11-11
CMP -BUG
OFF!Female
crew members. 11-11
TO FRECKLES. Happy Birthday. CG
PAT L. We miss you in
Weight Training class 100.
THE GUYS. 11-11
OEE
DEE
PATCH—just
wanted to sec if it would gel
your attention! Xi love-All
Fuuic. 11-11
TO MARvIA B. Tonda T.
Susan P. Susan D. Michelle
M. Terri C and Susan S—the
Kappa pledge class of Alpha
Xi Delta. True friendship is a
plant of slow growl h! Xi
love—Al FuHrie! 11-11
THE MEN OF PHI KAPPA
TAU woalu iike to thank the
ladies of Delta Xeta who attended our party at the Woods
apartments. Loved party in'
with you dolls, and hope we
can see more (?) of you soon.
Veahl 11-1
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